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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
News

Eastern and UPI tentatively
agree to six-point increase.
Story on Page 3

News

Sports

Story on Page 1b

Panther football team looks to
rebound with a conference
home game against SEMO.
Story on Page 8

Jam band The Station plays
Marty’s Friday.

‘Live life with love rather than hate’ Registration

More than 700
attend Shepard’s
heart-wrenching
speech Thursday
By Karen Kirr
Staff writer

A profound energy filled the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union’s Grand Ballroom, which
well exceeded its capacity, as Judy
Shepard delivered an emotionallycharged speech about her late son,
Matthew.
“My goal in speaking to colleges
is to tell them we should be living
our life with love rather than hate,”
Shepard said.
Shepard’s lecture was proceeded
by a video portraying the work she
and her husband have devoted their
time to in order to make a difference
in others’ lives.
She described the fateful day she
received a phone call while she was
living in Saudi Arabia, and was
made aware of the suffering her son
endured because of his sexuality.
“It was Oct. 8, 1998 at 5 a.m.
when we received the call from the
hospital in Wyoming explaining his
condition,” Shepard said. “We
hoped and prayed he would recover
from his injuries.”
Shepard told the more than 700member audience that it felt like an
eternity having to wait 19 hours just
to get on a flight and another 25
Kate Mitchell / Staff photographer
hours to reach the hospital in
Wyoming.
Judy Shepard, mother of the late Matthew Shepard, tells the story of her son’s murder to a full house
“By the time we were escorted in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Thursday night.
into Matt’s room, I saw him and was
not even sure it was him at first,” she said. she said. It was a relief he was no longer to take advantage of the window of opporThere lay her eldest son unconscious suffering. The two men responsible for his tunity presented to us through this situaand so brutally beaten Shepard said when death received life sentences, Shepard tion to make a difference,” Shepard said.
“What I am doing is planting seeds and
her younger son, Logan, finally allowed said.
However,
the
realization
was
Shepard
hoping things will change.”
himself to see his older brother’s broken
and her family’s suffering was just beginShe emphasized her strong desire to
condition, he burst into tears.
have the Hate Crime Prevention Act
“I’ll never forget Logan’s reaction ning.
With money sent to the family to defray
when he saw Matt,” Shepard said. “We
medical
costs, Shepard and her husband
were all painfully aware Matt would never
started the Matthew Shepard Foundation.
wake up.”
See SHEPARD Page 6A
“After Matthew’s death, we felt we had
At 12:53 a.m. on Oct. 12, Matt died,

Complaint filed against Eastern News
By Kyle Bauer
Staff editor

A complaint was filed in Eastern’s Office
of Civil Rights against The Daily Eastern
News regarding an advertisement that ran
last week in a Steamtunnels insert.
The ad depicted an American Indian
meditating in front of a steamtunnel. Around
the picture were the words, “Shaman says:
Go to www.steamtunnels.net.”
“There is a complaint,” said Tom
Leonard, an Eastern employee and member
of a group filing the complaint. “It goes back
to everything people perceive about
American Indians. To me, it is a monstrosity
of a stereotype. The way it comes off is he is
getting a message from God to tell people to
do something. They mock Indian religion.”
Cynthia Nicholls, of Eastern’s Office of

Civil Rights, said she was not at liberty to
comment on the matter.
Steamtunnels Managing Editor Keith
Powers said the magazine itself received
numerous complaints from across the country regarding the advertisement, prompting it
to pull the ad.
“We pulled that ad internally,” he said.
“We had a few schools that complained and
we fully support it. The ad offended people
and we know it. We just plain screwed up.”
Steamtunnels is inserted in 250 newspapers, primarily college publications, across
the country.
Powers said the ad was developed from a
character found on Steamtunnels Web site,
which has different characters guiding visitors through its pages. The Shaman character
directs visitors through the technology portion of the site.

The advertisement was supposed to run
in the Nov. 3 and Nov. 10 editions of
Steamtunnels, but The Daily Eastern News
has decided not to run these inserts for the
next two weeks.
“The Eastern News can stand on the First
Amendment, but as a student newspaper it
has to look at the moral and ethical issues,”
Leonard said. “It has a responsibility to put
out less biased information.”
Curt Wilson, a Charleston resident and a
member of the Southern Band of the
Cherokee said the problem came about
because of lack of education.
“The truth is in the education of children,”
he said. “In American history, they are taught
about the genocide in Europe, but they are
not taught about the attempted genocide here
in America. It is time for the children to start
learning the truth.”

for classes
via Web site
increasing
By Karen Kirr
Staff writer

Eastern’s continuous technology advances during
the last year have allowed students a convenient way
to not only access their grades through the Internet,
but also to register for their spring semester courses
through the Panthers Access to Web Services system
on Eastern’s Web site.
Currently the percentage of registration activity
via PAWS is 14 percent, as opposed to touchtone,
which saw 86 percent of registration activity, said Bill
Witsman, director of informations systems.
As the registration process proceeds from seniors
through the lower classes, a higher percentage of students will likely register through the Web, Witsman
said.
He said students who have grown up with technology tend to use it more than those who are older
and are not as accustomed to always having it available.
“The younger students feel more comfortable with
(the Web) registering,” Witsman said.
He said he expects Web registration to be more
popular with underclassmen, although he said upperclassmen also will find it a more useful way to register.
Many students maintained the fact that they are
less than enthusiastic about the new Web option, at
least for the time being.
“(Touchtone registering is) what I’m used to,” said
Christina Gugliotta, a junior elementary education
major. “I’m more trusting of the system.”
However, Gugliotta said once online registration
smooths all of its kinks out, it will be a great tool for
students to use.
“When everyone is hooked up to the Ethernet, and
the system is consistently running well, I’m sure I’ll
use it,” Gugliotta said.
Sarah Walck, a junior family and consumer science major, said her previous experiences with the
PAWS system left her seeking the more familiar and
adequate process.
“With the touchtone process, I know it will work,”
Walck said. “I don’t believe the technology here is
ready for online registration.”
Other students figured taking the phone route to
register for spring courses would be faster than waiting for their computers to load all the necessary components.
“I didn’t even think of using the Web,” said
Margaret Leffert, a junior accounting major. “(Phone
registering is) just easier.”
Leffert also said she was really not told how to go
about registering online.
Brock Dennis, a junior elementary education
major, said the new option of course registration
through PAWS has not been publicized well.
“I’m not good with computers in the first place,”
he said. “I was not aware, though, that you even could
register online.”
Sue Harvey, director of academic records, encouraged students to use the Internet for registration to
their advantage.
She said anyone who has questions regarding the
system can stop by the registration office anytime.
“We are always willing to help,” Harvey said.
See REGISTRATION Page 6A
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What’s on
tap?

Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published
in What’s on tap. Events limited to specific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled
events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send details, including time, date, place and cost, to cualt2@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811
Buzzard Hall.

Today

Sunday

Saturday

■

11 a.m., Jail ‘n Bail, Housing
Office Conference Room

9 a.m., Writing Competency
Exam, Coleman Hall

■5

■ 1:30 p.m., Eastern football vs.
Southeast Missouri State
University, O’Brien Stadium

p.m., Writing Competency
Exam workshop, Room 119
Lumpkin Hall

■

■ 7:30

p.m, Eastern Percussion
Ensemble Concert, Dvorak
Concert Hall, Doudna Fine Arts
Center

7 p.m., Band Aid for Kids
charity, featuring Baked Alaska
and the Last Resorts, Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union Grand Ballroom
■

three-day

forecast
today

60° Partly
43° cloudy

Saturday

55° Partly
38° cloudy

Sunday

Postmaster: Send address changes to
The Daily Eastern News
Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920.

67°
Showers
42°
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Attention Education Majors
Are you planning on attending the
Fall Career Day/Job Fair for Education

o n November 8th?
Then don’t miss:
Success at the Job FairHow to Newtwork with Administrators in Education
Monday, November
6th

Effingham Room-Union
6:30p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Presented by:
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To reach us
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News editor Amy Thon

●1,2,3 Bedrm
●Central AC
Furnished Units
●Balconies
●Rental discounts
●Laundry
for 2 people
●Dishwashers
●Free Parking
●Free Trash
●3 Spring 2001 Leases Available

Questions calll
Lindsey
348-1479
or Ladonna
367-2009

Thinking of
ways to make
money???

cualt2@pen.eiu.edu
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715 Grant St.
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University, UPI
continue talks
By Shauna Gustafson

the talks, but left after two hours of
unsuccessful negotiations.
The administration had previously offered a 5.5 percent increase.
The additional money will be reallocated from the academic affairs
personal services budget, a press
release from the administration said.
If accepted, the agreement
would be a two-year package, with
no salary reopener in the fiscal year
2002.
The sticking point between the
administration and the UPI seems to
be second year of the plan.
Radavich said the way the offer is
stated, there would be no involvement by the UPI as to what the total
salary increases would be next year.
“The administration wants to
give out money without any input
from faculty,” Radavich said.
The UPI is scheduled to meet
Monday as a whole to discuss the
standings of the negotiations.
Still, Radavich said he is hopeful
negotiations will end soon.
“We could settle (today) or we
could break down again,” he said.
“My ideal ... would be that we could
announce a settlement by Monday.”

Staff editor

The Eastern administration
rejected two counter proposals from
the Eastern chapter of the
University Professionals of Illinois
Thursday, but UPI President David
Radavich said the two sides have
agreed on the amount of the salary
increase.
Radavich said an executive
board meeting of the UPI was
scheduled for Thursday afternoon to
discuss what the next move toward
a settlement would be.
“We’re trying hard to reach a settlement,” he said. “We thought both
of these offers (from the UPI to the
administration) were fair.”
The amount the two sides have
tentatively agreed to is a 6 percent
increase, or $1.67 million as of
May 31, which would be effective
Dec. 1 for faculty and Sept. 1 for
academic support professionals.
Negotiations for this year’s
salary increase began June 1 and
have continued since then. On Oct.
10, a federal mediator, Donald
Hampton, was called in to help with

Kate Mitchell / Staff photographer

Shopping around

Lashanda Stacey, a senior sociology major, and Martess White, a senior economics major, shop for shirts at the clothing
warehouse sale in the Worthington Inn Thursday afternoon. The sale featured a variety of regular and name brand clothing at blowout prices.
Friday
Cajun Ribeye....11.95
New Orleans....11.95
Frog Legs....11.95
Drink Specials
Domestic Beer....1.50
Margaritas....2.50

Happy 21 Stacy

Saturday
Prime Rib....11.95
Chicken Parmesan....7.95
Cajun NY Strip....10.95
Drink Specials
Imported Beer....2.00
Fuzzy Navel....1.50

The BetaPIChapterofAlphaSigmaTau

TO OUR ROCKSTAR,
GET EXCITED FOR SATURDAY
We Love you,

ProudlyAnnounces

Happy B-day Linda

Jen, Jill, Chris & Lesley

their

National Founders Day
on

Battle of the Beers
e
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,
t
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r
Coo & Bud

November 4th

You Sexy Thing!
Love,
Val, Brooke, Cora, & Karen

Be r emember ed. Get a yearbook

$2.25

Reps will be on had
to (sway) your vote!

portrait.

Tuesday, Nov. 28 thru Friday, Dec. 1
in the Bookstor e Lobby.

To arrange an appointment,
starting Monday Oct. 23
please call 581-2812.
Walk-ups welcome.
Sitting fees: $5 - Seniors
$4 - Under classmen

For the yearbook pose, males should wear a suit or sports jacket. Females
should wear a favorite top or dr ess. Please style your hair neatly and naturally.
Your hands should be manicur ed as they may show in several of the
photographs.

Thank you, 2001

Warbler

Staf f & Student Publications

Be a Part of Panther

History.
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Combating
apathy

A

nything that gets students to come out and vote on
election day is a good idea. There seems to be a lot
of student apathy concerning voting for no good reason. Students should realize their votes are important, and the state government should make the effort to get students to vote in the elections.
The 1998 Higher Education amendment requires all state
and private universities that receive federal assistance to make
an effort to distribute voter registration forms to students at the
school.
In addition to that amendment, there is a federal law which
mandates that the state make information and forms needed to
help with registration of student voters accessible to the universities
However, a report from the state legislature in Springfield,
“Federal Law on Registering College Students to Vote,” said
Gov. George Ryan’s office is not supporting the mandate the
way it should. Students and universities have been left to find
the information without the help of the state.
Sure, the federal law is not forcing the state to hand deliver
information to the schools as
Just a nudge
long as the forms are available, but shouldn’t the state
It is good that a federal law which
requires universities to make it
take a more active role in supeasy to register to vote is on the
porting the federal law and in
books because sometimes
showing the importance of a
students need a little push.
democratic society?
The federal government must believe it is important for students to vote; otherwise it would not have passed the federal
law. The state government also should follow the law and help
students receive the necessary information.
Already students are not making the effort to vote. David
Carwell, a political science professor, said only 20 percent of
people between the ages of 18 to 24 vote, during an election
discussion Wednesday.
It’s not surprising some students have the negative attitude
that their vote will not count and no one cares what they think
when they see that the state government is doing nothing to
convince them to register and vote. It would not be hard for the
state to provide the universities with the necessary forms.
Eastern does a good job with making an effort to distribute
voter registration forms. The Student Senate held a voter registration drive for an entire week in efforts to register students.
It’s good that the federal law is in existence. Sometimes students need a little more of a push to get things done. Anything
anyone can do to encourage and get younger citizens to vote is
a positive step toward the future.

The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
n

“

Today’s quote

The clearest way to show what the rule of law
means to us in everyday life is to recall what has
happened when there is no law.
Dwight D. Eisenhower,

”
The Daily
Eastern News
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Don’t waste your vote on Nader

ader in November
equals Bush in January.
At first, when I saw the
sidewalk chalk proclaiming this future, I didn’t think
much about it. But then, I gave it
some thought, and I realized how
right whoever made up this little
Shauna Gustafson
saying was.
City editor
Nader in November equals
Bush in January.
A scary thought if you are an
Al Gore supporter. Even more
frightening if you are a Ralph Nader supporter.
Why should a vote for Nader lead to a second President
Bush in January? Because Nader’s votes are pulling away votes
from Gore.
Lets be honest, there is no way, on a cold day in hell, that
Ralph Nader is going to win the presidency this year. Even if
every registered college student in the nation voted for him, and
they won’t, he still would not have enough votes to win.
And if Gore loses, Bush wins.
Anyone who agrees with Nader’s philosophies are about as
far away from agreeing with Bush as Metallica is to agreeing
with Napster.
Nader began his career as an attorney, who gave up his law
practice and began working as a consumer advocate. He targeted the American automobile industry, producing a book called
“Unsafe at Any Speed: The Designed-In Dangers of the
American Automobile.”
Since then, Nader has organized “Nader’s Raiders,” an organization that pushes for laws to protect people as consumers
and workers. He also is known best for his fight to protect the
environment and support consumer protection laws.
Nader also founded Public Citizen, a watchdog for consumers, stationed in Washington D.C. The group has more than
150,000 people involved in government watches that protect
consumers.

If you don’t like me,
I don’t like you
If Mayor Cougill says he doesn’t like
me, and he’s never even met me, I guess
I don’t like him either.
What prompts me to say this is the
fact that Cougill has made up his mind
that we are nothing but destructive
“kids,” who have nothing better to do
than to foul up his fair city. I say to him,
“Bite me.”
If he is going to brand all college students in his town is disruptive, he’s not
even giving a chance to prove ourselves.
Besides, without us, there wouldn’t be
this much town to govern in the first
place.
I’m also pretty sure Mr. Cougill doesn’t like being branded as an underhanded, lying, cheating, thieving politician.
However, if he is to brand Eastern students as disruptive, I say we should go
all over the Square and write things
about him.
To all the people of Charleston in his
voting constituent, if you’re in favor of
the commerce and wealth simply having
a public university and 10,000 students
in your town provides, I suggest getting

Shauna Gustafson is a sophomore major and a monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cuslg12@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
n

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
someone in office who’s more in favor of
Eastern.

Don Ford

junior, mathematics major

Seeking your vote
I am a candidate for the office of
Coles County Coroner in the general
election on Tuesday, Nov. 7, and I would
like to tell your readers a little bit about
myself. I was born and raised in Coles
County and graduated from Mattoon
High School in 1980. I am a graduate of
Lake Land College with an associate’s
degree in law enforcement, and I have a
bachelor’s in sociology and a master’s in
counseling from Eastern Illinois
University.
I am a veteran of the U.S. Army, having served three years as a military
policeman, and I served with the Coles
County sheriff’s department for 11 years,
five of which were in investigations. For

Editorial Board members
Nicole Meinheit
Kyle Bauer
Amy Thon
Matt Neistein
Chris Sievers

While all of these are noble
projects, none of them equal the
“Lets be honest,
experience needed to run a counthere is no way, on try, especially a country that is the
a cold day in hell, leader of the free world.
Nader has been outspoken that he
that Ralph Nader plans to withdraw the U.S. from
is going to win the the World Trade
Organization and NAFTA if he
presidency this
is elected. He also wants to cut the
year.“
military budget, which on his Web
site he defines as “swollen.”
And, while some of Nader’s
views on issues such as the environment, abortion and welfare
seem to somewhat mirror those of Al Gore, they could not be
farther from George W. Bush’s. And pulling votes away from
Gore definitely could add to the likelihood of a Bush presidency.
If, as a voter, you are concerned about the environment,
Nader would seem a good choice. That is, until you take into
account what happens if Bush wins because of Gore’s lost
votes. Bush is the governor of the most environmentally challenged states in the nation. Houston has overtaken even Los
Angeles as smog capital of the nation.
As for the death penalty, you like Nader because he is
against the death penalty, what happens when Bush wins and
the man who was in charge of the state with the highest number of fulfilled death penalty cases takes office. What about
abortion, what about education, what about health care?
If a vote for Nader is what truly feels like the right thing to
do, do it. By all means. I wouldn’t let someone talk me out of
my vote unless I really agreed with them. But think about what
that one vote could mean.
Nader in November might just equal Bush in January.

Julie Bartlow
Michelle Jones
Josh Niziolkiewicz
Shauna Gustafson

the past three years, I have served as the
administrator of the public safety department at Lake Land College.
I have been married to my wife Kim
for almost nine years, and we have two
children; Katie, age 4 and Rachel, age 2.
My wife is employed as a program
director at Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center.
The coroner, by law, is a law enforcement officer with primarily
investigative duties. He or she is responsible for the investigation of any death
that is not due to natural causes such as
murders, suicides and accidents. The
coroner also assumes the office of sheriff
if that office becomes vacant for any reason. I believe my background in police
investigations and administration, as well
as my educational background in law
enforcement and counseling, make me
well suited for the position.
I invite you to checkout my website,
www.randyervin.com. Feel free to email me with your thoughts of this site,
as I enjoy receiving feedback.
Thanks for reading, and I would
appreciate your vote on Nov. 7.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu

Randy Ervin

Mattoon resident
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Jingle Bell Run to raise money for arthritis patients
By Brandon Fountain
Staff writer

On Nov. 11, participants in the
Jingle Bell Run for Arthritis will fill
the streets near the Greyhound station
in Mattoon, preparing to run or walk
in the fund raiser.
The Arthritis Foundation will

organize this fund raiser to gain
money for the fight against arthritis, a
condition that afflicts one in six
Americans.
With an expected crowd of 100
runners and walkers who will collect
donations and pledges, Feldhake said
he hopes to see more money this year.
“Last year, the Foundation

received between $2,000 and $3,000
for the Mattoon area,” said Dave
Feldhake, director of the run. “The
money stays in the local community.”
The Jingle Bell Run will be more
competitive than other health awareness events, he said. Jingle Run will
award prizes for runners and walkers
of different age groups. Age groups

range from 12 and under to 65 and
over, and the top three male and
female 5K runners will win prizes.
The prizes are from Runner World,
Feldhake said.
The cost to register for the Jingle
Bell Run is $15, or $18, if registering
after today. Runners and walkers also
can register on the spot prior to the

race at 8:30 a.m.
Also, teams of five people, can
join together and help gather donations and pledges together. Entry fee
for teams is $150, a press release stated.
All runners will receive a long
sleeved T-shirt, a goodie bag, their
race number and the bells.

Percussion concert to feature a wide variety of music tonight
By Jamie Moore
Activities editor

Celebrating his 27th season, Professor
Johnny Lee Lane and the Eastern
Percussion Ensemble will perform a concert tonight featuring a variety of music
and including performances by the

Marimba Rag Bands and the Latin-Rock
ensemble.
“It’ll be an exciting night that will provide entertainment for the entire family
from the beginning to the end,” said Lane,
director of the ensemble.
Two compositions by composer Lynn
Glassock will be featured throughout the

JERRY’S PUB
Friday

Night

DJ Cover
o

N

10

pm

-

1

program including “Music for Mallets” and
“Consortium.”
Two soloists, Matt Finger, freshman
music major, and Adam Smith, freshman
music major, will be featured during the
night in “Yes! We Have No Bananas” and
“Frivolity.”
Terence Mayhue, assistant director of

percussion, will lead the Rainbow Djembe
Orchestra, in “The Big ‘O’,” a composition
that Mayhue wrote.
The concert will be at 7:30 p.m. in the
Leo J. Dvorak Concert Hall in the Doudna
Fine Arts Center. Admission for the concert
is $3 for adults and $2 for students and
senior citizens.

Friday
$2.50 Red Bull Mixers
“Grab a bull by it’s horns!”
$1.50 Coors Light Bottles
Saturday
$2.00 Negra Modelo
$2.00 Corona
$2.00 Dos Equis
Tequila Shot Specials

am

When We Say We Ad Match
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WE DO IT!!

SUPER FOODS

Happy 22nd B-Day
Christine! Nothin but
Laughin and Cryin
Love, Jen

Walker’s EastSide
Village Market

Walker’s Super
Saver West

960 18th Street
Charleston, IL 61920

Lincoln & University
Charleston, IL 61920

Walker’s Super
Foods Midtown

Walker’s Super
Foods South

2000 Western Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938

1616 Lakeland
Mattoon, IL 61938

Prices Effective: Fri, Nov. 3, 2000
To Thurs., Nov. 9, 2000
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Walker’s Sandwich
Bread

Ruffles Potato
Chips
2/$4
PRE-PRICED $3.19

2/$1

24-OZ. LOAVES

General Mills
Cereal
20-OZ. CHEERIOS
OR LUCKY
CHARMS, OR
18-OZ. GOLDEN
GRAHAMS

2/$6

Pkgs.

7-UP, DR. PEPPER,& ALL AVAIL.

12-PACK
CANS

Pepsi Products
4/$10

ROUNDY’S
Paper Towels
Single Rolls

2/$1

FOODS

Budweiser
Bud Light
Miller Lite

13.25-OZ. BAGS

JACK’S ORIGINAL PIZZA OR
Pizza fries

6/$10

SUPER

24 Pack Cans, Your Choice

Everyday Low Price

97

$12
Wild Vines
Wine

Assorted Flavors
750ml

2

/$6

Walker’s Super
Saver West
Lincoln & University
Charleston, IL 61920

DeKuyper
Schnapps or
Pucker
750ml

MATTOON SOUTH STORE ONLY

$897
Walker’s Super
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1616 Lakeland
Mattoon, IL 61938
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RHA, Sonor may team up to bring coffeehouse to campus
By Tiffany Kalousek
Staff writer

The Residence Hall Association
met Thursday to further discuss
talks with Sonor, the advertising,
marketing and public relations firm
that has proposed opening a coffehouse on campus.
Kate Fitzgerald from Campus
Perk addressed the idea of Sonor
and Campus Perk joining forces to
open this coffehouse. Sonor repre-

Shepard
from Page 1
passed through Congress.
“Dealing with (Congress) is
frustrating,” she said. “There is a
very slim chance the act will pass.”
Shepard also said it is up to people as a whole to participate in
making a difference in today’s
world.
“We have become a sick society,” she said. “Educate and bring
understanding when you see igno-

sentatives clarified the plans to have
the coffehouse in the Rathskeller
and to move Campus Perk from
Thomas Hall into the Rathskeller as
well.
Talks between Sonor and TCBY
may result in TCBY providing free
coffee, but nothing is official, said
Steve Bevil, a Sonor representative.
All money made by this establishment will go straight into funding
and improving the coffeehouse.
As of right now, Sonor has been

approved to have the coffehouse
down in the Rathsekeller, Bevil
said.
A couple of concerns were
voiced about moving of Campus
Perk, one being the fact that the
Rathskeller may be too dark, but
Fitzgerald reassured everyone that
the Rathskeller is being renovated
to be a little more “upbeat.”
No decision has been made for
Campus Perk to join Sonor.
Bill Schnackel, director of hous-

ing, spoke on the new cable system
beginning next semester. He said
the systems will be operational
when students return after
Christmas break.
A decision on how students will
obtain the cable to connect their TV
to the outlet hasn’t been made,
Schnackel said.
Options include having students
bring their own, purchasing one
through the bookstore, or providing
one per room and charging if it is

not returned.
Schnackel believes this system
will save the university money.
The RHA also discussed writing
a letter to oppose the monthly meetings of resident assistants. The
RHA did not come to a conclusion
on whether it should write the letter.
Also, elections for RHA positions will be accepted next week
for president, vice president and
treasurer in the spring 2001 semester.

rance and hate.
“Hate permeates everything. My
family has chosen not to live our
lives in anger and hate. It accomplishes nothing. Everyone has the
right to live their life without fear
and discrimination.”
She said one of college students’
top priorities should be voting in
the upcoming presidential election.
“You must vote,” Shepard said.
“We must have our voice heard. It’s
our responsibility and privilege.
You have no right to complain if
you do not vote.”

Registration

However, Stacy Dyer, an honors
freshmen undecided major, said she
would have liked to have registered
through the Web, but at the time her
Ethernet connection was down.
“I figured it would be easier and
faster to register by phone since the
system was not working,” she said.
Another student expressed his
delight with the ease of registering
through the Web as opposed to
touchtone.
“It was definitely easier,” said
Matthew Riener, a junior journalism major. “I like the visual aspect
Internet registration provides.”

Riener said phone registration
does not actually let students see
what courses they have selected,
whereas the Internet shows students
what their schedule will be.
“I liked how I was able to see
what I was doing,” he said.
Despite the low online turnout
thus far, Witsman was eager about
the future of Web registration
through PAWS.
“We haven’t had any problems
so far, and all the students who have
used it have seemed satisfied,” he
said. “This can only increase the
popularity of this process.”

from Page 1
“It really is a fairly simple
process once students enter
PAWS.”
Harvey said the online procedure is reliable.
“We had the system tested
numerous times by people before it
was available to the entire student
body,” she said. “The people who
tested the Web registration option
felt very comfortable using it and
thought it worked well.”

Hurry up...
advertise with the Daily Eastern News!

345-4743

“Charleston’s Favorite Restaurant”

3 W Lincoln Ave

SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
Serving Breakfast
Saturday & Sunday
Until 2 p.m.

1 Large Pizza
with 1 Topping
$7.49

2 Medium
Pizzas
w/1 Topping and
Crazy Bread &
Sauce

1 Extra Large Pizza
With 1 Topping
Plus Crazy Bread
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$11.99

7th & Madison 1 block North of the Courthouse 345-7427
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Friday at Stix :
For a positive change, vote
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Brenda(McKinney) Cooper
Coles County Circuit Clerk

4 o-clock club
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Charleston Sound Machine
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BRAT PACK
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Chicago’s Trippin Billies
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9 - 1
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Women’s basketball team hosts exhibition Swimmers prepare for Panther Invitational
By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor

Saturday night will be the first opportunity for the women’s basketball team to
take the court with a foreign team in over
three seasons.
The Club Volna from St. Petersburg,
Russia will take on Eastern at 7 p.m.
Saturday night at Lantz Gym.

Club Volna will fly into Chicago at 5
p.m. Friday before heading to Charleston
for Saturday night’s game.
Club Volna’s team ranges in age from
17 to 37 years old. After practicing for
nearly three weeks, the women’s basketball team will get its first taste of new
competition since taking on the Golden
Eagles in the Ohio Valley Conference
playoff game last February.

By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor

The men’s and women’s swim teams will host
the Panther Invitational Friday and Saturday at the
Lantz Hatatorium.
The Panthers will be facing Indiana
University-Purdue University at Indianapolis,
Saint Louis University, Vincennes University and,
for the second time this season, Bradley
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University.
“There looks to be a fairly good meet there and
on paper, we look to be able to come out on top,”
head coach Ray Padovan said.
Eastern has consistently seen leaders on both
the men’s and women’s side that have produced
first place finishes for the Panthers. Josh
Kercheval, Nic Cheviron and Rich Whalgren are
among the top of the men’s team while Amanda
Dore and Karina Freer have led Eastern’s women.
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Panthers look to start over
Football team
tries to begin
new OVC streak
against SEMO
By Anthony Braviere
Associate sports editor

Eastern will look to start another
conference winning streak when it
hosts the Indians from Southeast
Missouri Saturday at O’Brien
Stadium at 1:30 p.m.
The Panthers are coming into the
game with Southeast Missouri after a
loss to Ohio Valley Conference
champion Western Kentucky, but the
loss did not drop Eastern much in the
polls, dropping only two spots to
No.19. But Eastern feels that the
pressure is not something it ise worried about.
“There shouldn’t be any pressure
on our team,” Eastern head coach
Bob Spoo said. “If there is, it put on
the players themselves. We had some
seniors talk at practice about the rest
of the season, and I think we are all
on the same page.”
One of the major keys for the
Panthers to start their new conference
winning streak will be to take advantage of the porous Indian defense.
The SEMO defensive unit is
ranked No. 4 against the run, No. 8
against the pass and is No. 7 in total
defense among teams in the OVC.
They have given up over 425
yards per game this season, which is
one of the reasons they are 3-5 overall this season.
The Indian defense could play
right into the hands of the Panthers,
who have the No.6 offense in the
nation scoring 37.8 points per game
so far this season.
Eastern is also the No.1 team in
the OVC in yards per game with
437.63, and they are the No.2 in both
rushing offense and passing offenses.
“They have given up a lot of yards
both against the run and the pass,”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said.
“We would like to a lot of both and
control the ball, but if we see one
weakness or another we’ll try and
exploit it.”

Volleyball
team gears
up for pair
of OVC
matches
By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor

Sara Figiel / Photo editor
Panther senior Frank Cutolo leaps for a ball in Eastern’s loss to Western Kentucky last weekend. Eastern will look to
rebound from its loss to WKU as it hosts SE Missouri State Saturday.

With four games remaining in the
regular volleyball season, Eastern
takes on two more as they head to
Morehead State Friday and Eastern
Kentucky Saturday.
‘This is a crucial weekend for
both of these teams we’re playing
because only six go to the tournament and these teams are fourth and
fifth,” Winkeler said.
While Eastern (14-11, 8-4) has a
secure position on the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament as a top
three contender, the Panthers are
expecting tough matchups this weekend.
“They’re in the brink of making
the tournament, so they will have a
lot of inspiration to play well,”
Winkeler said.
Although Eastern defeated
Tennessee Tech 3-1 last weekend in
its most recent conference matchup,
the Panthers came off a loss at home
Tuesday 3-0 to Indiana State.
“Being on the road is difficult and
being the this time of the year, we
need to play aggressive and not
expect an easy win,” Winkeler said.
“Going tonight and having
tomorrow to practice there will help,”
Winkeler said. “Getting away from
everything will help, too.”
Although Eastern was able to
come away with two 3-0 home wins
against Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State in early October, the
conference has seen a change in style
and the Panthers will have to adjust
to a few new game plans.
“Morehead State has definitely
changed its game plan and Eastern
Kentucky has diversified its offense,”
Winkeler said. “At this point in the
season, we need to physically be at
our best and minimize those
unforced errors.”

Men’s soccer team blanks Bradley in home finale
Derek Cuculich
Staff Writer

It was only fitting that on their last game
ever played on Lakeside Field, Scott
Anderson and Ryan Waguespack would
turn in their best performances of the year.
Behind the stellar play of Anderson and
Waguespack,
along
with
Jason
Thompson’s school record tying 21st goal
of the season, the Panthers were able to
gain a 1-0 victory over the Bradley Braves.
“Ryan Waguespack was superb again,”
head coach Adam Howarth said. “I was so
happy that he was able to record the shutout
today.
“Scottie (Anderson) was fabulous
today,” Howarth added. “He was one of the
main reasons why we won today.”
Both teams generated chances in the
first half, with Bradley All-American Gavin
Glinton ringing a shot off of the cross-bar
and Eastern’s Casey McCormac’s chip shot
attempt getting knocked out of a open net
by Bradley sweeper Tim Regan. Despite

both teams efforts the score remained 0-0
going into the half.
The second half did not start positively
for the Panthers. Bradley’s Glinton was
able to break free from the Eastern defense,
but was shut down by a diving
Waguespack.
Minutes later, Eastern’s Eric Diaz was
able to break free down the left sideline and
find Thompson in front of the net.
Thompson received the pass, made a sharp
turn and blasted the ball past Brave’s keeper Adam Gross giving the Panthers all the
offense they would need for the afternoon.
The goal tied the record, set by Damien
Kelly in 1981, for most goals in a season.
“Jason’s our goal scorer, that’s why we
have him,” Howarth said.
“We’re lucky to have him, he scores big
goals for us and that’s what big time players do.”
Although happy with tying the school
record, Thompson found other things more
important in Thursday’s victory.
“I’m just glad we won,” Thompson said.

“We can talk about records after the season.”
“It was a great team effort,” Thompson
added. “Bobby (Ewan), Scotty, and Waggy
(Waguespack) played unbelievable. We
knew what we had to do to win, and we did
it.”
With the win the Panthers also secured
trier place in the Missouri Valley
Tournament.
“This is the biggest win in my coaching
career,” Howarth said.
“Not only does it get us into the tournament for sure, but we also beat a nationally
ranked team.”
Eastern will find out late Thursday night
on where they will have to travel to on
Sunday for a tournament quarter final
game.
“Realistically, we are either going to
Western Kentucky or Bradley,” coach
Howarth said.
“We know we can beat anybody (going
into playoffs). Today was a huge victory
confidence wise for us.”

Eric Wolters / Assoc. photo editor
Sophomore Eric Diaz fends off a Bradley defender in the
Panthers’ shutout of the Braves Thursday.
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Jam band stor ms Mar ty’s
to let of f some steam
r

by ben tully

Staff writer

What is this jam band thing about
anyway? Well, The Station, a jam band,
seems to know and plans to show us
this at 9 p.m. Friday at Marty’s for $2.
Jam bands are known for idolizing
other jam bands and striving to sound
like other jam bands.
The Grateful Dead and Phish are
two of the most popular jam bands to
ever exist. Along with the curiously
beloved Dave Matthews Band, these
bands can be considered the founders
of the jam band scene.
But with Jerry Garcia sleeping off a
lifetime of booze, the band Phish floating belly up like a day old dimestore
goldfish and Dave Matthews concerts
resembling a sensitive frat party, some
would think the jam band scene would
suffer. Despite the odds, the jam band
scene, as it now can be officially
dubbed, actually has gotten even bigger.
All but one band member went to
Glenwood High School in Chatham

Illinois. Vocalist, saxophonist and guitarist Dave Littrell is cousin to bassist
Josh Kerska. Kerska worked with guitarist Gregg Gerrietts. Drummer and
EIU Panther, Dave Carter was in high
school band with Littrel. Former Peoria
resident and keyboardist Lindsay Jones,
who attends the University Of Illinois,
was auditioned after responding to a
flyer the band posted around campus.
The Station has played over 30
shows but is making their first Eastern
debut this weekend. “I am constantly
amazed at how quickly we evolve,”
Gerrietts said in a phone interview.
Evolution is a good thing when you’re
in a jam band; most of the songs are
written in the studio and change as
they come to the stage. The fact that
most of The Station are music majors
also helps when it comes to jamming,
he said. Not only can the members play
their instruments well, but they also
understand how to intermingle and
play with sounds in a more fluid manner.
Most of the money The Station

makes comes from CDs and merchandise. It is a common approach for
jam bands to make money while
remaining independent of a huge
record label.
One of The Station’s most memorable concerts was at the Chatham
Sweet Corn Festival. The festival featured an awesome performance by
The Station and a rather strange tradition involving cow excrement and
frisbee skills.
“They have a cow chip tossing contest. You all throw cow chips and the
one who throws it the farthest wins,”
Gerrietts said. It sounds something
like a wild Ozzy Osbourne after-show
party, but the festival proved to be
one of the Station’s larger shows.
The Station’s set list features over
20 originals. And like any good jam
band, the list of cover songs features
bands like Phish, The Grateful Dead
and The Dave Matthews Band.
Also filtered into The Station’s set
are cover songs of some of the newer,
more prominent jam bands like The

String Cheese Incident and Moe. This
is a prime example of how the jam
band scene works. It would be uncommon in most other music scenes for a
band to cover a song by a small-time
band. The jam band scene is different
because the nature of it is communal
and the bands are less about competition and more about how the music
allows for a good time.
More and more bands are emerging
out of the jam band scene.The success
of a jam band can be directly attributed to how much merchandise and
music they sell. The following a jam
band gains is important because the
music is geared toward a large audience; this makes touring a necessity.
Gerriett said The Station is gaining
momentum and they are pleased with
the progress. Some of the members
have quit school to work and play in
the band while others still are in
school. Music always is a tough road
to go down but it sounds like The
Station is ready for the hard work and
having fun doing it.
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step and display the most agitated face I can make.
Not to imply anything, but the driver was a middle-aged woman. She waves me by, no doubt with
the same hand she used to pat herself on the back
after the whole process.
Coming seconds short of inititating the historical Coles County riots, I then shuffled across the
street shaking my head all the way. It would have
saved my time, her time, and anyone else’s time if
she lost the halo and just went her own way.
Hark! Is that the snarl of a pit bull I hear?
A few hours later I entered my very tired, dustfilled room. After entering my closet, I slid a shirt
to the side, and let the sneezing commence.
Each irritating sneeze was followed by the common retort of “bless you” by a friend of the house
who was visiting. Whether being polite or superstitious, I still don’t get it.
I sneeze loud, hard and several hundred times
in a minute. It’s not pretty. Rather than a gracious
blessing after each and every one, I would expect
an optional curse followed by a shovel to my head.
Not that I would desire it, I just wouldn’t
expect it.
People should express their true feelings when
someone sneezes. Before synthetically blessing
your friend, tell them how you really feel. Mention
that if they don’t shut up you may have to get your
shovel.
So, the next time you see me, please let the
door slam in my face. Go ahead, hit me with your
car. Don’t hold yourself back, knock that sneeze
out of me with a sledgehammer. Then we will all
feel a little bit better.
***
send comments or questions to matt at
just_a_squirrel@hotmail.com or call 581-2812.

Quote me
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by matt rennels

CAMPBELL’S APTS
REDUCED Eff.1/2/3 BRapts.
Furniture. Heat, water, trash
Incl, exc apartments, 415 6th
St., Chas., 345-3754
New & used matt., furn., etc

50¢ Off Any
Blizzard

345-6886

Feeling Thirsty Sunday?
come to

JR’S Bar N Grill
$1.75 Bloody Marys
$1.50 Domestic Beers

free
pool

1412 Broadway Mattoon 258-9004

Owner
Michael R. Farris

Who will you not be voting for?

e

2 Eggs, Bacon, T oast & Cof fee only $3.00

SPECIALTY COFFEE, ICE COFFEE, CHI
TEA

Associate Verge editor

At most times when a person is nice and polite
it brings a smile to my face, making me want to
thank them for their courteous manner.
But every so often, it makes me want to
unleash a savage pit bull to rip off their cordial,
dignified ears.
Walking into my first class Monday morning, I
was reminded of this primal sort of anger.
Half asleep, I opened the door, and seeing
someone directly behind me out of the corner of
my eye, I decided to hold the door for a brief second until she could grab it.
There really wasn’t a point to it. If I didn’t hold
that door it certainly would not have slammed
into her face and rearranging it to closely resemble a yam. If it closed she would not have thought
that classes were canceled for the day, or so I
hope. And it certainly would not have attacked
her like, oh, say, a savage pit bull.
She would have easily handled opening that
door and making it to her class whether I was
there or not.
But the girl still treated me like a saint, chipperly thanking me for my giving, generous effort.
I replied that it was not a problem, and then I
walked on water on my way to cure a few kids
from leprosy – you know, the usual.
At a time when a person could be saved by
another from walking in front of a bus without a
measure of gratitude, why should holding a door
for a brief second be met with such appreciation?
Coming back from class I approached our construction-plagued Lincoln Avenue with the same
anxiety as ever. I eagerly awaited as the mile-long
line of cars was coming to an end, prepping myself
for the crossing as the final car approached.
The car then slowed down, making me stutter-
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Dink’s Body Art
Tattooing and Body Piercing
1420 Broadway Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938

Tattoos & Piercings
By Dink
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Phone
217-258-8300

Eagle’s Aerie 3100
375 N. 14thSt * 345-1612

“I won’t be voting for
any of them because I
plan on voting my dad
in.”

“Is Abe Lincoln still
running?”

“Technically, I won’t
be voting for anyone.”

- Ashley Kiefer
Junior
Art History Major

- Jim Parker
Sophomore
Art History Major

-Jonathon Wills
Senior
Environmental Biology
major

“Bush and Nader. A
vote for Nader is a
vote for Bush.”
- Janet McGrath
Sophomore
English major

Friday 6-8PM $5.00 FISH or $9.00 STEAK Dinner
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9 - Midnight
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Manson brings his theatrics to St. Louis
by sean stangland
Verge editor

Like it or not, Marilyn Manson is back.
When the current king of so-called “shock rock”
descended upon St. Louis’ Fox Theatre on Oct. 30, there
was a conspicuous absence of danger. Having been to
Marilyn Manson shows in the past, I’ve come to expect a
throng of protesters, religious zealots and television camera crews. This year’s show boasted three people handing
out church pamphlets.
With Marilyn Manson, half of the fun of going to the
show is the feeling that you are doing something naughty,
something totally rebellious; that feeling was decidedly
absent.
The crowd was strangely subdued (at least down
where my friends and I were sitting); it was almost as if
the seats were filled with people who only had tickets
because they won them from a radio station. The true
fans were probably stuck in balcony hell.
The show itself danced a fine line between arena rock
posturing and high theatrics. Manson and company debuted seven songs from their Nov. 14 release, “Holy Wood
(In the Valley of the Shadow of Death),” amongst a smattering of favorites from the back catalog.
The band opened the set with “Irresponsible Hate
Anthem,” a rather self-explanatory track from 1997’s
“Antichrist Superstar” that the band has, in the past, traditionally used as either the opening or closing number of
any given performance. Other featured songs from
“Antichrist” included “Tourniquet,” which Manson performed while atop his trademark spider stilts; the ubiquitous (and tiresome) radio anthem “The Beautiful People”;
and the first set’s closer, “The Reflecting God.”
After the furious opening, the band jumped right into
the new material with a blistering rendition of “The Death
Song,” one of the very best of the new songs. If last
Monday’s show is any indication of how good Manson’s
new album will be, then “Holy Wood” may be the band’s
most impressive and ambitious effort to date.
Themes dealt with in the songs performed on stage
include the Hollywood-ization of our religious icons and
the deification of our Hollywood stars. “Valentine’s Day”
was accompanied by two banners beside the stage bearing
the likenesses of Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe, Lenin,
Charles Manson, John F. Kennedy and Jesus Christ.
Manson’s message is a powerful one; the media has put
celebrities on such a high pedestal that people worship
them as they would a religious figure.
Manson also gets political with the new material. Part
of Marilyn’s typical stage show involves his posing as
preacher atop a pulpit bearing the “Antichrist Superstar”
emblem; this year’s version of the stage show replaces

Ladies and gentlemen, everyone’s favorite family entertainer, the Antichrist Superstar!

photo courtesy of marilyn-manson.com

that emblem with a cross made of a shotgun and two
handguns. This, paired with a new song about the high
value people place on guns, makes for powerful social
commentary; with his new material, Manson is pointing his
finger right back at the people who have been badmouthing him for the past decade.
The show was not completely successful, however.
Despite his social awareness and anti-establishment snobbery, Manson still gives in to arena rock posturing (even
though the show wasn’t in an arena). Early in the set, the
band unleashed “Lunchbox” – a favorite from their first
album, “Portrait of an American Family” – and Manson
took the opportunity to let the crowd have a clichéd
screaming contest. “Let’s hear the right side of the theatre! Let’s hear the left side of the theatre!” Please. This is
clearly not Manson’s style.
The band also succumbed to playing their version of
the Eurythmics’ “Sweet Dreams.” True, it was this track
that made them popular in the first place, but I think most
fans are tired of hearing it at the live show.
The show also disappointed fans of “Mechanical
Animals,” the band’s 1998 melodic opus. Only three songs
from that record were featured, including “The Dope

Show” and “Rock is Dead.” However, “Great Big White
World,” the album’s opener, proved to be the show’s highlight. Manson’s band is extremely tight live, and they elevated this track to new, intense heights.
If anything, Manson’s new stage production re-establishes him as one of rock’s best live performers. Bassist
Twiggy Ramirez and guitarist John5 are technically flawless,
and Manson himself is the epitome of stage presence.
The new material takes the heavy crunch of “Antichrist
Superstar” and mixes it with the musicianship of
“Mechanical Animals,” adding a social consciousness that
really hits the mark, especially right around election time.
Underneath all the controversy and the horror-show
facade, Marilyn Manson is one of popular music’s most relevant artists.
Manson will bring support acts Godhead and Cold with
him to the UIC Pavilion in Chicago on Dec. 2. Tickets are
available through Ticketmaster (312-559-1212) and cost
$30.
Marilyn Manson
On Tour Now
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Sound Machine to play Stix Friday night
by matt rennels

Associate Verge editor

Concert Calendar

Forget Gloria Estefan, and forget
about Miami while you’re at it. Because
the Charleston Sound Machine will be
playing for the eager 4 o’clock crowd at
Stix on Friday.
“We’re just excited to be playing for
the 4 o’clock club,” said drummer Tim
Piatek. “This doesn’t happen around
here very often.”
The CSM has been playing to the

Charleston music scene for a little over
a year now, providing a wide range of
covers for everyone’s enjoyment.
“People have been requesting more
early ‘90s rock,” Piatek adds. The band
has added songs by The Screaming
Trees, The Spin Doctors and the muchdesired Pearl Jam.
The event is being sponsored by
Coors Light. There will be prizes and
giveaways of Coors Light hats, keychains, buttons, shirts, coolers and
other merchandise.

Who
Charleston Sound Machine

The band is made up of Piatek on
drums, guitarist Jeff Pahati, lead singer
and percussionist Eric Nelson, bassist
Josh Bruchahi, the infamous Uncle Filthy
on the harmonica and new addition to
the band Nikki Bernett. With the
exception of Uncle Filthy, the entire
band is from Arlington Heights.
According to Piatek, the band was
recently acclaimed as “Illinois’ greatest
rock band” by Charleston rock critic
and Piatek’s roommate Nick. With the
addition of Bernett, the band has start-

When

Where

ed to do more Dave Matthews songs,
but they still play classic rock by such
acts as The Who. Not to forget ‘80s
rock, they even cover A-Ha’s “Take On
Me.”
On Friday there will be plenty of specials to go along with the band as Stix
will be selling 16 oz. keg cans for $1.75,
and from 4 to 6 p.m. they will have $1
all-you- can-eat pizza.
From 6 to 9 p.m. The Charleston
Sound Machine will play, and from 9 p.m.
to close there will be a deejay.

Price Phone

6 p.m. Fri. Nov. 3

Stix

TBA

345-7849

The Station

9 p.m. Fri. Nov. 3

Marty’s

$2

345-2171

Soujourn

9 p.m. Fri. Nov. 3

Gunner Buc’s (Mattoon)

$4

235-0123

The Drovers

10 p.m. Fri. Nov. 3

The Canopy Club (Champaign)

$6

344-2263

5:30 p.m. Sat. Nov. 4

Friends & Co.

free

345-2380

Jazz Happy Hour
60 Cycle Hum
The Impalas
Open Mic Night
The Brat Pack

9 p.m. Sat. Nov. 4

Uptowner

$2

345-4622

9 p.m. Sat. Nov. 4

The Embassy (Champaign)

free

384-9526

9 p.m. Sat. Nov. 4

Common Grounds (Mattoon)

free

235-BEAN

10 p.m. Sat. Nov. 4

Mother’s

$2

345-2455

Crow Jane

10 p.m. Sat. Nov. 4

Stix

$2

345-7849

Band Aid For Kids

7 p.m. Sun. Nov. 4

Grand Ballroom

$2

581-2957

OPEN MIC NIGHT

10 p.m. Wed. Nov. 7

Friend’s & Co.

free

345-2380

Campus Perk / Open Mic Night

10 p.m. Thurs. Nov. 8

Thomas Hall

free

581-3079
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Words of Wisdom

from your

CRAZY

Uncle Matt

The Fear 2000 campaign gets one last
push with a little platform-tweaking
Well kids it was inevitable, it
happens every four years, and I
ain’t talkin about the Olympics
(pardon my gross misuse of the
English Language)! I am talking
about ELECTION TIME! That’s
right...a time for politicians everywhere to blow sunshine up our
collective butts.
When thinking of elections, I
am sure that everyone is focusing
on the run for the Presidency, but
what about all the other important elections that are going on.
Taking a look at the ballot I see a
number of people running for a
plethora of different offices such
as State’s Attorney, Circuit Clerk
and my personal favorite ...
Coroner.
I honestly wonder why people
run for the position of Coroner.
How much fun could it be looking at dead bodies all day? It must
be a great deal of fun if more
than one person wants to actually
put time, energy and money into
running for the position. I guess
that it could be for the fact that
there is pretty good job security
... people are always dying, but
other than that, I really don’t see
the job having many “perks”.

Anyway, to get back on track
(if I even had a track to begin
with), I want to
remind people that
I, your Crazy Uncle
Matt, am running
for the office of
President of the
United States. So I
am asking you, my
wonderful readers,
to go to the polls
next week and
write in your vote
for yours truly. If
you read my column a couple of
weeks ago you will
remember that I
had stated a few
issues
that
I
thought were being
overlooked by the
rest of the candidates. For those
of you who didn’t read or just
don’t remember, please allow me
to recap briefly my ideas for the
future.
*Mandatory 30 day waiting
period for social lives
*Fire arms sold to people that
want to shoot at Charleton
Heston

Gladiatorstyle combat
will take
place the
night of boring election
night coverage.

Friends
&Co
JAZZ HAPPY HOUR
every Saturday

Pick a discount
from the basket
*w/purchase of
a package/lotion

5:30-9:00
Heineken & Amstel
light bottles $2.25
509 Van Buren

*No interstate speed limits
*Legalization of certain controlled
substances
I have made
one change to my
“stupid people”
policy. Instead of
mandatory castration of all
stupid people, I
believe it would
be easier to just
shoot them and
put them out of
our misery. This
I believe will be
the main issue of
my platform.
A few other
changes I would
make
would
include:
*Gladiator style combat will
take the place of boring election
night coverage. Give the candidates a spear and a shield and add
in a couple of lions for good measure. Jesse Ventura would finally
have a shot at the Presidency
when this law comes into play!
GOOD DEAL!
*Bill Gates will have to person-

!
S
W
B
N EB U L
Now open 7 days

T345-5666
an Lines

ally pay up on all those DAMN EMAIL FORWARDS that promise
you an all expenses paid trip to
Disneyland, IF you forward the
message to 550 of your closest
friends.
*E-Mail chain letters will
become illegal and the first person that forwarded the letter will
be tortured by having to listen to
Bette Middler albums...REALLY
LOUD!!
In all seriousness, go out and
express your views on November
7th. If you don’t then you are
basically letting some idiot have
your opinion. I personally believe
that the coolest thing about voting is that it gives you a license to
BITCH!
If
you
don’t
vote...DON’T BITCH!

**DISCLAIMER**
Matt Fear is not a REAL
UNCLE. He is a columnist. No
offense was intended in the writing of this column. Please send
death threats, marriage proposals, or election results to
mfear@hotmail.com. Have a
SPADOINKLE DAY!

advertise

NEW ENTERTAINERS * SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT
FOR YOUR BACHELOR, BIRTHDAY OR FRAT PARTY

a week

345-2380

Welco me St ud ents!
Charleston Community Church
Non-denominational
Exciting worship services with

PR AI SE B AND!
College Groups Bible Studies & activities
Sunday Worship 9am, Sunday School 11am
Wednesday Worship 7pm

Free Student Transportation
2360 Shawnee Dr
(East of Rural King & 18th St.)

For more info call
345-4910

COED Hair Styling

advertise

$5 off Hair Color
$5 off Highlight
$5 off Perm

advertise
advertise

November Tanning Specials at
A New Look Tanning

advertise
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1
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10 ta ular Bed
ns for
$20

f
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new lloable!
avai

Call for an appointment today!! 345-8123

348-7818

7th Lincoln

All Around Travel
Searching for Paradise?
Domestic + International Airlines
Cruise Lines • Amtrack • Hotels
Tour companies • Resorts
We Do It All • Fast + Efficient
348-8747
1625 18th St.
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Fraser, Hurley bedazzle audience in comedy
by sean stangland
Verge editor

Some actors make it abundantly clear
that they are having an absolute blast doing
what they do. If you’ve seen a Jackie Chan
movie, then you know what I’m talking
about. I’m pretty sure that there’s nothing
in this world Jackie would rather be doing
than nearly killing himself all for the sake of
a good martial arts gag. Mike Myers has
this joy of performance as well; Austin
Powers is definitely the manifestation of
Myers’ own fantasies and desires.
Brendan Fraser has this quality as well, a
quality that greatly benefits Harold Ramis’
remake of “Bedazzled” (rated PG-13), a
spectacularly funny comedy that gives us
Fraser at the top of his comedic form.
Ever since our first glimpse of Fraser in
the awful Pauly Shore vehicle “Encino
Man,” it has been apparent that the actor
had the goods to some day make quite a
name for himself. “Encino Man” may have
been mind-numbingly unfunny, but Fraser
sure wasn’t. Since then, Fraser has even
managed to shine in duds like “Dudley DoRight” and “George of the Jungle.” With
Fraser, we’re laughing even when we’re
pretty sure we shouldn’t be.
Last year, Fraser scored big time in
Stephen Sommers’ remake of “The
Mummy,” and he’ll likely score with audiences again in “Bedazzled.” Fraser plays
Elliot Richards, a hopeless nerd desperately in love with officemate Alison (Frances
O’Connor). When his amorous advances
fail at the local hangout, he declares under
his breath that he would do anything to get
that girl.
Enter Elizabeth Hurley as Satan, who
just happened to be listening when Elliot
muttered his declaration of love. Satan
offers Elliot seven wishes, promising that
he could easily win Alison’s heart with her
help. There’s a catch, naturally; Elliot has to
sign the rights to his soul away.
He agrees, and soon Elliot is wishing his
way into situations he wants out of; appar-

ently, even Satan can’t get everything right.
“That’s why there’s seven wishes,” she says.
The screenplay by Harold Ramis, Peter
Tolan (“Analyze This”) and Larry Gelbart
(TV’s “M*A*S*H”) has its moments; there’s
even a nice tip of the hat to the original
film (Satan’s two dogs are named Peter and
Dudley after Peter Cook and Dudley
Moore, the stars of the 1966 original). But
when the screenplay fails, Fraser, Hurley
and the competent cast more than makes
up for it. “Bedazzled” works mainly as a
showcase for two of our most underrated
comic talents at the top of their respective
forms.
The film’s first three fantasy sequences
work the best. Elliot’s initial wish to be
rich and powerful and married to Alison
backfires when Satan transforms him into a
Colombian drug lord, complete with a second-in-command who has been having an
affair with Alison for quite some time.
Fraser milks this sequence for all its worth;
his Spanish accent is particularly entertaining.
Fraser also shines when incarnated as
the world’s most sensitive man, red hair,
freckles and all; that sequence includes the
definitive look at a guy getting sand kicked
in his face on the beach.
The film’s biggest laughs come when
Elliot finally lives out his dream to be a
professional basketball player. Blonde
haired, dumb and unbelievably huge
(thanks to some nifty visual effects courtesy of Richard Edlund), Fraser is at his
over-the-top best in this scene, as is 7-Up
pitchman Orlando Jones as a Bob Lovestyle sports announcer.
Of course, one must not overlook the
merits of Miss Hurley. If her version of
Satan is anything like the real deal, then a
trip to the underworld might not be so
bad after all. Hurley is appropriately sexy
both in appearance and in performance.
Credit must also be given to costume
designer Deena Appel; Elizabeth’s admirers
the world over will be thanking Ms. Appel
for that skimpy meter maid outfit for a

ABOVE: Brendan must be marveling at Satan’s finely toned abs. Hot Damn!
BELOW: I can’t believe it’s not butter.

photo courtesy of movies.yahoo.com

long time.
Between the two leads and the deft
script, “Bedazzled” takes its place amongst
the year’s best comedies with Peter Lord
and Nick Park’s animated “Chicken Run”
and Edward Norton’s absolutely wonderful
“Keeping the Faith.” Throw Jay Roach’s
“Meet the Parents” and Jonathan Kaplan’s
“The Whole Nine Yards” into the mix, and
2000 sure looks like a great year for laughs
at the theatre.
One wouldn’t expect a silly comedy like
this to pick your brain, but one can’t help
but wonder what one would do if Satan
offered you seven wishes. Among them, I
might wish for nothing but the greatest of
comedy screenplays to come Brendan
Fraser’s way; don’t sell him short.
“Bedazzled”
20th Century Fox
HHH 1/2

Lincolnshire

Apartments
1 & 2 BEDROOMS
2 & 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES
•DISPOSALS•LAUNDRY FACILITIES
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING
SWIMMING POOL & CLUB HOUSE
(3 BLOCKS SOUTH OF WORTHINGTON INN 3
BLOCKS SOUTH OF LINCOLN AVE)

1840 Douglas Charleston
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The Station

Phish, Blues Traveler and
more

348-8441

Buy
Anything
Of Value

advertise

in
the Daily Eastern
N ew s

this weekend at

Buy 1 Chalupa, Get 1 Free After 10pm
(present ad for purchase)
Charleston 345-2052

THE DAILY EASTERN
NEWS
r eminds you to
VOTE
November 7th!

$UPREME PAWN SHOP
345-0777

GOLD & SILVER
JEWELRY & REPAIR
BALL CARDS
COINS
WE LOAN
VCR’S
TV’S
THE MOST
GUNS
1000 18th
St. St.

CHINA 88
1140 Lincoln

348-1232

HIGHEST
IN
QUALITY

COLLECTIBLES
VIDEO GAMES
CD’S
DVD’S
TOOL’S

We

DELIVER

Everyday
Lunch Buffet 11am ~ 2pm $5.20...includes softdrink
Dinner Buffet 4:30 ~ 8pm $7.10
Everyday Dinner Specials served w/ (2) Crab Rangoon
or Egg Roll & choice of BBQ Pork
or Chicken Fried Rice...Includes softdrink
Hours Sun-Thurs 11am-9pm

Fri-Sat 11am-10pm

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Tommy Boy

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
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The Daily Eastern News

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For sale

For rent

Sublessors

Sublessors

Full Time and Part Time. Have
openings for Fall and Spring
Semesters in shipping, receiving
and light assembly. Apply in person with Scholastic Recognition.
Nor thwest Business Park 689
Castle Drive for directions call
345-9194.
_______________________11/3
Art student to paint jungle mural
on child’s bedroom wall. Call 8493230. Leave message.
_______________________11/4
WILDLIFE JOBS $8- $19/HR. +
Federal Benefits. Park Rangers,
Security, and Maintenance. No
experience for some. For info call
1-800-391-5856 x 2243. 8am9pm. Local not guar.
_______________________11/6
POSTAL JOBS $9-$14.27/HR.
+Federal
Benefits.
No
Experience, exam info Call 1-800391-5856 x 2242. 8am-9pm.
Local not guar.
_______________________11/6
Cer tified lifeguard needed to
teach lessons and lifeguard. AM
and PM available. Apply in person at Paris YMCA, 1099 E.
Madison by November 10
_______________________11/6
OWN A COMPUTER? Put it to
work! $350-$850 per week.
www.money4ever.net
_______________________11/6
$8-$15 PER HOUR. HIRING
NOW FOR WAITSTAFF. FLEXIBLE HOURS FULL OR PARTTIME. APPLY IN PERSON GILL
12TH AND DEWITT, MATTOON.
234-4032.
_______________________11/6
Seeking individual with two years
computer experience to work
part-time in local financial organization. Primary responsibilities
will be the installation and repair
of software and hardware. Ability
to prioritize, organize, and meet
deadlines a must. If interested,
please send resume to PO Box
449, Mattoon, IL 61938
_______________________11/7
Delivery driver needed. 11 am 3 pm. Good Pay. Apply at China
88. 1140 Lincoln Avenue.
_______________________11/7
COMFORT SUITES. Part-time
front desk position available.
Must be able to work 2nd shift 2-3
nights a week. $6/hour. Apply in
person at 1408 E. Broadway,
Mattoon, IL.
_______________________11/8
ATTENTION WORK FROM
HOME Mail Order. $25.00$75.00/hr PT/FT 800-925-7102.
______________________11/13
Are you connected? Inter net
users needed. $500-$800 weekly.
www.all-ebiz.com
______________________11/15
ATTENTION: WORK FROM
HOME up to $25.00-$75.00/hr
PT/FT MAIL ORDER (888) 8615364
_______________________12/4
#1 Spring Break Vacations!

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Earn Cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 18000-234-7007 endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/11
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
Required. Free information packet. Call 202-452-5942.
______________________12/11
Join Peace-Oriented IncomeSharing Community of Students/
Grads starting families near Univ.
Illinois.
1800-498-7781.
www.childrenforthefuture.org.
______________________12/11
CCAR Industries’ group homes
need caring, responsible people!!
Benefits available for full-time primary positions. Part-time hours
available. Shifts available are
3pm to midnight, and weekends.
Applications obtained at 1530
Lincoln Avenue, Charleston, IL
61920. (217) 348-0127, ext. 404.
E. O. E.
________________________00
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. is accepting applications for part-time merchandiser
candidates
in
Charleston/Mattoon
area.
Applicants should have retail
experience, good customer relation skills, and ability to work
weekends. This position requires
a valid driver’s license and a good
driving record. We offer competitive wages and career opportunities
after
college.
Responsibilities include stocking
shelves, building displays, filling
coolers and vending machines.
Please contact Brian @
(217)348-1001 ext. 17.
________________________00
Art Student to paint jungle Mural
on child’s bedroom wall. Call
849-3230 and leave message.
_______________________11/3
International company seeks PC
users! $425 - $5475 monthly.
www.WorkatHomeInfo.com 1800-948-2342 ext. 601.
______________________11/15
Attention work from home $500 to
$5,000/mo. PT or FT. Mail
order/Internet. Call 1-800-6902540. www.destinyof wealth.com.
_______________________12/8
Are you staying in town for the
holidays? Ear n some extra
Christmas cash by working with
kids. Seasonal help is needed in
both Charleston and Mattoon
sites. Great pay and full benefits
package available for FT. Apply in
person at 1550 Douglas Dr. Suite
203 Charleston. EOE.
________________________00

‘85 Toyota Cressida, 164K.
$2500, Automatic, Air. Call 2543636
_______________________11/7
‘85 Toyota Corolla. Automatic, Air.
95K. $2500. Call 254-3636
_______________________11/7
Phillips mobile phone 110 adaptor, car adapter and paid airtime
with CellularOne. Call Gary Johns
345-5211
_______________________11/7
BUY POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars
from $500, all makes available.
For listings 800-719-3001 ext.
7538.
______________________11/10

fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficiency, 2 bedroom apartments, or 3
bedroom houses. Call 345-5088.
Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________00
Select your apar tment now.
Leasing now for January and Fall
2001. Call 345-6000.
________________________00
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts. Very
few left. Call Unique Properties
at 345-5022.
________________________00
2 bedroom furnished apt. close to
EIU- $490/mo. No pets 3457286.
________________________00
Duplex available. Spring & summer. 2 bedroom., 2 bath. Very
nice. Full basement, garage with
electric door opener. Ideal for
female upperclassmen. Phone:
348-7746
________________________00
Spring and summer. 2 bedroom
furnished and unfurnished apartments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
________________________00
Campbell Apartments 1,2,3 bedroom. Heat, water, & trash furnished. Downtown 345-3754.
________________________00
Nice, close to campus unfurnished houses for 2001-2002
school year. No pets. $275/mo. 12 months lease. Call 345-3148.
________________________00
Furnished 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove and refrigerator. New carpeting. Available now for 1 or 2
people. Phone 348-7746.
________________________00
Fall 2001. Houses for 5-7 girls.
Also 1,2,3 bedroom apartments.
All furnished. Call 345-5048.
______________________11/15

Sublessor needed for Spring 2001.
Nice, furnished, close to campus.
$230/mo, water and trash included.
Call 348-6796
________________________11/10
Sublessor needed for Spring
Semester 2001. $185 a month;
water and trash included. Call 3458803.
________________________11/10
Sublessor for studio apartment close
to the square. January 1, 2001-July

31, 2001. $250/month, wtr., trash,
gas included. Call 348-3826.
________________________11/10
Sublessor needed for Spring 2001.
1 bedroom apartment with balcony.
Call Brian at 345-0678.
________________________11/17
I female needed. 3 bedroom apartment. Water is paid for. Located on
south side of campus. Call Megan.
581-6858.

For sale
PHILLIPS mobile phone, 110v
and car adapter. Cellular One
paid air time. Gary Johns 3455211.
_______________________11/3

For rent
Small one bedroom house near
Mor ton Park. Par tly furnished
$350/mo. Call 235-3373 (day) or
348-5427.
______________________11/10
One bedroom fully furnished
apar tment on Lincoln Street.
Available January 2001. Call 3480157
______________________11/17
One and Two bedroom apar tments on Charleston square $300
and $400 includes gas/water/trash
Dave 345-2171 9 am. to 11 am.
_________________________00
Spacious, furnished apartment,
$360/mo, available Dec. 15. 745
6th St -Ideal for a couple. 5817729 or 345-6127.
_________________________00
New 2 and 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities included, NO
PETS. Renting Spring 2001 and
Fall 2001. 2121 18th Street. Call
345-6885 or 345-7007.
_________________________00
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS. 1,
2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. PH. 345-6533 (OLDE).
_________________________00
Dorm living not to your liking?
See our large 2 bedroom apartments. We will even help with a
roommate. Lincolnwood Pinetree
345-6000.
_________________________00
1107 & 1109 third, Charleston. 2
bedroom furnished apts. Water &
trash included, $500 per month
345-3100 Shown between 10:00
a.m-4:00 pm
_________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2,&3
BEDROOM OFF STREET PARKING, WATER, & TRASH FURNISHED. OFFICE 345-1266 OR
346-3161.
_________________________00
Need a roommate? We are the
experts. Lincolnwood Pinetree
345-6000.
_________________________00
Two Bedroom Furnished apts. No
Pets or Par ties. 345-2231.
McArthur Manor Apts.
_________________________00
Apartments, houses available for

Roommates
Needed Spring 2001 male roommate for 2 bedroom furnished
apartment on Lincoln Street. Call
348-0157
______________________11/16

Sublessors
Sublessor needed. 1 bedroom
apartment available spring semester
2001. Graduating in December.
Call Mike 348-6178.
_________________________11/3
Sublessor needed for Spring 2001.
Close to campus. Fully furnished
with own bedroom. Call 345-0513.
_________________________11/8
1 sublessor needed for spring 2001.
A/C, W&D, fully renovated. 1 block
from campus. $200 plus utilities.
Must see! 345-0176
_________________________11/9
Sublessor needed for Spring 2001.
Close to campus $230/month and
utilities. Call Erin 345-3561
________________________11/13
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Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
o Cash
o Check
o Credit
Check number________________

Phone:__________________Student

o Yes o No

Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Answer to today’s puzzle

CampusClips
PRESBYTERIAN
COLLEGE
FELLOWSHIP.
Contemporary Worship Service on Sunday, November 5
from 6-7pm. Come for an informal time of worship and
devotions. 1st Presbyterian church is located on 7th street
across fromm “What’s Cookin’”
WESLEY FOUNDATION. An informal Bible Study and discussion will be held on Monday, November 6 at 8pm.
Wesley Foundation is located across 4th street from
Lawson.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Free Sunday Supper! Come
and have a homemade supper with your friends. Wesley
Foundation is located across 4th from Lawson.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Lighthouse will be open tonight
from 10pm-1am. Come over and enjoy the newly redecorated Lighthouse for an evening of fun, dancing, visiting
with friends, ect. Wesley Foundation is located across 4th
from Lawson.
THE CIRCLE OF WISDOM. The 2nd meeting is tonight at
4pm in the Coleman Lounge. Everyone from all walks of
life are welcome in chatting about dreams.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Weekend Masses.
Sunday Masses are at 11am and 9pm at St. Philip Neri
Chapel. Located across from Andrews Hall.
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT.
Guest Speaker Presentation from the Cintas Corp. on
November 6 at 6pm in Lumpkin Hall, room 29.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA. Mini Concert Unity Fest tonight at
8pm in Dvorak Hall in the Fine Arts Building. Come and
experience the greatest concert of the year.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE. Sunday morning worship
at 10:30am in Buzzard Auditorium. Come early-9:30am
prayer, 10:00am doughnuts. Everyone is welcome to
attend!
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. Choir
practice tonite at 6pm in Fine Arts Building Rm. 013 in the
basement. For more info. call Rashida at 581-8074.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. Church
Service, Sunday Nov. 5th at 1:30pm in Buzzard Auditorium.
Come and be blessed.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips should
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday,
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips
may be edited for available space.
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The underappreciated: Harvey Danger
One-hit wonder band not given proper chance
by max voeller

Staff writer

Hello Everyone.Today we’ll start
with a little quiz.
OK, so everyone probably recognizes the lines,“I’m not sick but
I’m not well / And I’m so hot,
‘cause I’m in Hell,” as the refrain
to a fairly overplayed song of a
few summers ago. Give yourself a
point if you knew the song was
called “Flagpole Sitta,” and another point if you knew it was by
Harvey Danger. Five points if you
knew it was a track from the
album “Where Have All The
Merrymakers Gone...,” and
(here’s the big one) 10 points if
you knew that Harvey Danger
recently released a second album
titled “King James Version.” The
points don’t matter, but the two
Harvey Danger albums certainly
do.
Harvey Danger is made up of
four guys from Seattle who got
together to make music and get
famous the old fashioned way.
They played gigs and gained a following, and then put out an album.
A track from that album was put
in rotation on radios nationwide,
and Harvey Danger had a hit.They

were on their way to every fledgling band’s dream of stardom.
But they never had another hit.
Looking at their debut album, I
can’t say I understand why another single wasn’t picked up by the
radio stations. “Where Have All
The Merrymakers Gone...” is an
album full of wonderfully catchy
tunes, both upbeat and contemplative. There are fun tracks like
“Carlotta Valdez,” about the character of the same name in Alfred
Hitchcock’s “Vertigo.” There also
is far more serious subject matter,
such as coping with a father dying
on the track “Jack the Lion.” The
lyrics are well thought-out and
eloquently written, with an ability
to be blunt and still carry subtle
meaning.With all of this going for
Harvey, it is baffling as to why they
never got more radio time. They
certainly deserved it.
Much like “Where have All The
Merrymakers Gone...,” “King
James Version” carries the same
sort of upbeat and bitingly sarcastic tunes.There still are a share of
both fun and serious songs.
However, “King James Version’s”
lyrics and musical styles are much
more mature. More advanced literary techniques such as dialogue

and implied thoughts are used
quite successfully. The topics
move away from the simple
retelling of experiences and focus
more on thought conflicts and
social commentary veiled in
metaphors.
The reason behind such a dramatic maturation is simple. The
boys from Harvey Danger had
too much time on their hands.The
album that would have been their
sophomore effort was finished a
while back, but their record company fell into a state of chaos, calling into question the release of
the album at all.While legal battles
ensued, Harvey Danger found
themselves without anything to
do, so they slowly began to
rework, rewrite and replace songs
on the album in limbo. This extra
time allowed for the fine tuning of
the album, and the increased level
of maturity in the final product.
This process also led to the name
of the album, which is obviously a
reference
to
a
popular
“reworked” version of the Bible.
The truth is, Harvey Danger is
a one hit wonder that shouldn’t
be. Their lyrical and musical talents far exceed the credit that has
been given to them.

Is that really a flagpole he’s sitting on?
photo courtesy of Sire Records

Hurry up...
advertise with the Daily Eastern News!

Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News

Sublessors
Female Sublessor needed immediately. Own room with 2 great
roommates. Close to campus,
$205/mo + utilities. 348-6248.
______________________11/10
Female Sublessor needed for
Spring 2000. $200/mth plus utilities. Close to campus. 345-9421.
_______________________11/8

Announcements
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups. Earn $1,000$2000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three
hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923- 3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
______________________11/16
Calculus Homework? Get any
derivative, step by step with each
step
explained.
FREE!
www.calc101.com
______________________11/17
DIET MAGIC! FREE Samples.
FREE Consultation. 30-Day
Money-Back Guarantee (888)
332-3893.
______________________11/24
Bad credit?
No Fees.
Need a loan?
Call toll free 1-800-892-9701
______________________11/28
Want to go on SPRING BREAK?
Cancun or Bahamas. Groups any
Size. Call for information or to
book your trip. 348-3828
______________________11/28
ACT NOW! Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre,
Cancun,
Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and
Mardigras. Reps. needed...travel
free, earn $$. GROUP DIS-

Announcements

Personals

COUNTS FOR 6+. 800-8388203/ www.leisuretours.com.
______________________12/11
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Earn Cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800234-7007 www.endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/11
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPECIALS. BUD, BUD LT.
12 CANS $6.99, BEST, BEST LT.
BEST ICE 24 CANS $7.99, CAPTAIN MORGAN 750 ML $10.99,
SOUTHERN COMFORT 750ML
$9.99, SPECIAL EXPORT LT 1/2
BBLS $47.00, EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH & JACKSON. 3455722.

party for Up Til Dawn and stay for
the free food, bingo, and prizes!
_______________________11/3
Hey Up Til Dawn teams: come out
to the Kickoff at Lantz Fieldhouse
Saturday!
_______________________11/3

Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of
University Publications.
Questions concerning notices should be
directed to the originator.

DROP DEADLINE
THe deadline for dropping a class

or WITHDRAWING FROM THE
UNIVERSITY is FRI., NOV. 3—
TODAY. The student will recieve
either “WP” or “WF” at the discretion of the instructor of the class.
Be sure to call in on Touch-Tone at
least 15 minutes before the system goes down.
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant
Director, Registration

Advertise.

Personals
This Friday at Stix: Coors Light
presents Jeff Pahati and the
Charleston Sound Machine for a
special Four o’clock party!!!
Giveaways, drink specials, and $1
all-you-can-eat pizza!!! CSM CSM
CSM CSM!!!
_______________________11/3
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPECIALS. BUD, BUD LT
12 CANS $6.99, BEST, BEST LT.,
BEST ICE 24 CANS $7.99.
CAPTIAN MORGAN 750ML
$10.99, SOUTHERN COMFORT
750
ML
$9.99,
SPECIAL
EXPORT LT 1/2 BBLS $47.00.
EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH
&JACKSON. 345-5722.
_______________________11/3
Up Til Dawn Kickoff at Lantz
Fieldhouse Saturday from 6:309:00. Come play bingo and win
cool prizes!
_______________________11/3
Don’t have anything to do on
Saturday? Come for the kickoff

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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There are two sides to this ‘Book’s’ story
No stars for misguided ‘BW2’ ‘BW2’ better, scarier
by christopher weedman
Staff writer

During his 1950s television program, the late
actor/comedian Jackie Gleason would often joyously
spout his familiar catch phrase: “Oh, how sweet it
is!” I am currently experiencing the same state of
glee Gleason was savoring because I get to write a
scathing review.
When reviewing films, critics get few opportunities to really lash out against a monumental dud.
Most of Hollywood’s output is flat and uninteresting, but not truly awful. Only on rare occasions
does a film come out that is an enormous slap in
the face to intelligent filmgoers. Finally, such a film is
here: “Blair Witch 2: Book of Shadows.”
A sequel to 1999’s summer sensation “The Blair
Witch Project” was bound to come around sooner
or later. The original $22,000 production took the
nation by storm and arguably became the most successful and critically acclaimed low-budget horror
film since John Carpenter’s 1978 classic
“Halloween.” Whenever a film touches a nerve with
audiences, a myriad of imitations and sequels bombard us like cockroaches out of a chili dog stand’s
grease trap. However, couldn’t a better sequel be
made than this?
In “Book of Shadows: Blair Witch 2,” a young
entrepreneur, Jeffrey (Jeffrey Donovan), leads a
group of teenagers on “The Blair Witch Hunt,” a
guided tour of sites connected with the Blair Witch
legend and the disappearance of the three student
filmmakers from the original film. The group camps
out at the foundation of a house once owned by a
murderous hermit whose misdeeds resemble parts
of the Blair Witch legend. However, the sleepover
turns into a nightmare and soon everyone loses
their grasp on reality. None of this is the least bit
scary.

Surprisingly, “Blair Witch 2: Book of Shadows”
was directed by Joe Berlinger, the acclaimed film
documentarian behind such fine films as “Brother’s
Keeper” and “Paradise Lost: The Child Murders at
Robin Hood Hills.” Berlinger’s script – co-written
with Dick Beebe of “House on Haunted Hill” infamy
– starts off by trying to put a “post-modern” theological spin on the festivities by poking fun at the
original film’s cult following.
However, the sequel soon stoops to old “Friday
the 13th” clichés by following that film’s plotline of
teenagers being menaced in the woods. At least the
first “Blair Witch” film was able to overcome horror film clichés through its documentary-like style
and concentration on suspense instead of graphic
violence. The sequel just wallows in the old wornout situations.
The film’s five principal actors – Donovan, Kim
Director, Erica Leerhsen, Tristen Skylar and Stephen
Barker Turner – form one of the most irritating
groups of simpletons ever shown on celluloid. The
group’s constant bickering grates on one’s nerves
worse than a night of robotic singing at Chuck E.
Cheese. The characters in the first film started out
enjoyable and eventually became irritating as the
paranoia of the mysterious happenings began to
build, but in the new film, the characters start out
annoying and end that way.
At least in the “Friday the 13th” films, you could
rest assured Jason was going to appear any second
and chop up the buffoons on the screen into mincemeat. Unfortunately, in “Blair Witch 2: Book of
Shadows,” you are forced to watch them throughout the entire duration.
“Blair Witch 2: Book of Shadows”
Artisan Entertainment
NO STARS
LEFT:

“It’s okay, don’t panic, guys.
There’s still a very slim chance that
we’ll still have movie careers after all
this...”

Bell’s Flowers
Flowers For All Ocassions
Plants, Flowers, Stuffed Animals
& Balloons

Inserters

wanted call The Daily Eastern News @ 581-2812.

than original
by ryan rinchiuso
Staff writer

I liked “Blair Witch 2.” I
admit it. From what I have heard
and read from other people, I
believe I am one of the few who
thinks this way. I believe “Blair
Witch 2: Book of Shadows” is
even better than the first one.
This movie is an anti-sequel and
I am proud to like it.
The story is about five people obsessed with the first
movie who decide to go into
the woods themselves to find
the truth. These people include
a couple working on a book
about the myth of the witch, a
Wiccan who wants to communicate with the witch, a Goth
chick who liked the first movie
and thought a tour would be
cool and a local resident that
acts as their tour guide.
These five black out during
the night in the woods and
wake to find their campsite
trashed and a rival tour group
brutally murdered. The five are
the main suspects to the murders but they don’t remember
anything that happened during
the night. The tour guide, Jeffrey
Donovan, has many cameras
taping the campground during
the night and they decide to
watch the tapes in hope of finding out the truth.
The director, Joe Berlinger,
who directed such great documentaries as “Paradise Lost”
and “Brother’s Keeper,” is the
factor that keeps the movie on
track. Berlinger decides not to
go back to the shaky camerawork that defined the first
movie, but to shoot it using
standard 35mm film and occasional digital video. The use of

the two different kinds of film
plays an important role in the
movie because when you see
the 35mm film, you are seeing
what the characters believe is
the truth, but when the movie
goes to digital video you see
what really happened.
The acting in the movie was
far from great but one or two
steps above the acting from the
first movie. Most of the characters I could have lived without,
but Jeffrey Donovan displays
some talent that might get him
more work. His character’s
background shows that his sanity is one thread away from
snapping. This would give
Donovan the free reign to ham
it up, but he shows restraint. He
instead uses a slow burn to
show how frayed that one
thread is becoming.
“Blair Witch 2,” although
marketed this way, is not a horror movie like “Scream“ or
“Halloween.” There are no “oh,
it is just the cat” scenes which
provide poor excuses to make
you jump. “Blair Witch 2” is a
psychological movie that plays
with your mind and tries to get
under your skin. It is a movie
that reminds me of “In the
Mouth of Madness“ because of
the way the perception of the
truth changes many times during
the movie and no easy answers
are given in the end.
Don’t listen to what people
are saying about this movie – if
you are looking for an unsettling
movie with great directing,
“Blair Witch 2” is the movie for
you.
“Blair Witch 2: Book of
Shadows”
Artisan Entertainment

HHH

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT MARCH

Thursday, October 26th, 2000, 7:00 p.m.
EIU Campus Pond Pavilion
A candlelight march to promote saftey.
Campus and community members invited.
March, Campfire, Music, Poetry

1335 Monroe
345-3919
Simply Heaven
Craft Mall & Gift Shop

(Ad paid for by Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information Services)

Angels
Snowmen
Boyd’s Bears

Candles
Oak Furniture
Lots More!!
We do Bitthday Parties!

10-6 T-F Rt 16 in Ashmore 9-3 Sat

Mattoon, IL

35 stores
Anchored by Elder-Beerman, Sears, & J.C. Penney

Brian’s Place Nightclub & Sports Bar

advertise

Keep the weekend fun going at the
Largest Nightclub in Central Illinois!!
It’s worth the drive!

Sun- $1.75 22oz. Bottles
Sun open till 1a.m.

21st & Broadway Mattoon 234-4151

Xtreme dance
music every
Fri & Sat w/ DJ
4-Play & G-Man

in
the Daily Eastern
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